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About the Centre for Access to Justice 

and the Integrated Legal Advice Clinic
Based in the UCL Faculty of Laws, the Centre for Access to Justice 

oversees the UCL Laws Pro Bono Programme and coordinates the final 

year Access to Justice and Community Engagement module. 

The flagship activity of the CAJ, the UCL Integrated Legal Advice Clinic is 

based in Stratford and offers specialist advice, casework, and 

representation services in housing, welfare benefits, education and 

community care.

The Clinic also holds legal aid contracts in housing and community care.

Students volunteer in the Clinic on an extracurricular and curricular basis 

supporting lawyers and advisers with casework and the general day to day 

running of the Clinic.

Last year we had 612 enquiries and took on 172 new cases. 



Collecting Data in Clinics

WHEN WHAT

HOW WHY
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WHEN IS DATA COLLECTED: CASE TAKEN ON 

4 STAGES 
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WHAT DATA IS COLLECTED: CASE TAKEN ON

4 STAGES 
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HOW IS DATA COLLECTED 

ENQUIRY

•Enquiry form available online through MS Forms. Word doc format is also available for students to complete while taking NCE by phone 

•Data collected by MS Forms/Word Doc is transferred to AdvicePro. Once data is transferred, enquiry form is destroyed/deleted. 

•Referral/Signposting Log held in an Excel Spreadsheet with destruction dates listed

INTAKE

•Form sent in hard copy/email to client to complete in advance of first appointment but generally completed with advisers during meeting

•Hard copy form added to paper file and data transferred to electronic case file on AdvicePro

CASEWORK

• Outcomes (both financial and non-financial) are recorded throughout the case on AdvicePro using pre-populated options 

CLOSURE

•Evaluation form sent by email in MS Forms format and in hard copy and is filled in by clients anonymously. MS Forms produces an excel 
spreadsheet of responses   



DATA PROTECTION AND GDPR 

• Why is this data necessary to providing the service
Why is it being 

collected

• In providing service

• For wider purposes like research, service evaluation, etc. 

How will it be 
used 

• Where is it stored

• Who has access to it 

• When will it be deleted 

What will you 
do with it



DATA PROTECTION AND GDPR: 
TWO STAGE CONSENT 

STAGE 1: ENQUIRY STAGE 

• PRIVACY DISCLAIMER EXPLAINING WHY INFORMATION IS BEING 

REQUESTED (IE TO PROCESS ENQUIRY) 

• REFERRAL TO UCL iLAC PRIVACY NOTICE 

STAGE 2: INTAKE & CASEWORK 

• FULL CLIENT DATA PROTECTION AND AUTHORISATION FORM 

• FURTHER DETAILS ON HOW, WHY, AND WHERE DATA IS BEING 

COLLECTED AND STORED 

‘On the strict understanding that my 
name and any means of identifying me 

are not disclosed to individuals not 
directly involved in the work of the 
Clinic, I consent to the Clinic using 

information held about my case for 
service evaluation, educational and 

research purposes as well as for 
fundraising and promotional materials 

for the Clinic. I understand that this 
pseudonymised information may also 

be used in published reports, 
conferences, or published in journals.’ 
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HOW AND WHY LAW SCHOOL CLINICS MEASURE IMPACT: 
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS 

• 15 Respondents (20% response rate) 

• Majority of clinics are not measuring impact 

• Main reasons lack of time and capacity 

• Most common types of data collected were user data and 

feedback data (from clients and students)

• Only 4 out of 15 clinics reported collecting data on outcomes 



IMPACT MEASUREMENT: DEFINING TERMS 

•The products that result 
from your activities, such 
as leaflets, advice letters, 
etc. 

•The immediate changes 
that have occurred as a 
result of your 
interventions, ie benefits 
secured, eviction 
avoided, etc. 

•Also known as the 
‘intervention’, they are 
the actions taken by the 
organisation which lead 
to the outputs and 
outcomes 

•What are you putting in 
to this process. 
Can be financial (salaries, 
rent, etc) or non financial 
(staff and volunteer 
time) 

INPUTS ACTVITIES

OUTPUTSOUTCOMES

IMPACT MEASUREMENT: 
‘Longer-term effects of a project or 

organisation’s work that people achieve 
for themselves. This can include effects 

on people who are direct users of a 
project or organisation’s work, effects 
on those who are not direct users, or 

effects on a wider field such as 
government policy.’

Can also be thought of as ‘the 
difference an organisation makes’ 

For further info check out www.inspiringimpact.org or New Philanthropy 
Capital’s Impact Measurement resources 

http://www.inspiringimpact.org/


CONCLUDING REMARKS
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